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ABSTRACT
A procedure for the control system design for a small
unmanned, untethered, underwater vehicle was specified. The
early phases of this design procedure were performed for the
vehicle. The linear equations of motion for small
perturbations about an equilibrium condition uere developed,
and the values of the hydrodynamic coefficients were
determined. After the transfer functions were developed to
relate the vehicle motion in each of the six degrees of
freedom to small deflections of the rudder or stern planes,
computer programs were written to determine the poles and
zeros of the transfer functions. The vehicle s response in
the time domain to one degree deflections of the rudder and
stern planes was determined and plotted. The vehicle's
response indicated that the vehicle was stable and that the
size of the control surfaces could be reduced to minimize
drag while maintaining vehicle stability. The nonlinear
equations representing the vehicle's motion in six degrees
of freedom were incorporated into a computer model of the
vehicle. The outputs of this model ( linear and angular
velocities in six degrees of freedom ) are the state
variables which will be needed during later phases of the
control system design. modern control theory.
Thesis supervisor: Dr. Damon E. Cummings
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The potential uses for a small unmanned, untethered
submersible vehicle ( SUUV) are numerous. One of the key
systems in the design of such a vehicle is the control
system, uhich must be able to control the vehicle:
1. during transit to and from the vehicle's operating
location and depth;
2. while the SUUV performs its mission on location; and
3. during some emergencies for uhich pre-programmed
corrective action has been specified.
In order to perform these functions, the SUUV's control
system must be able to accept pre-programmed information
concerning course, distance and operating depths as well as
real time inputs from various onboard sensors. The output
from the control system is used to control the rudder and
horizontal control surfaces and ballast control system to
cause the SUUV to carry out its programmed assignments.
The length of the mission which the SUUV will be able to
perform will be dependent on the amount of energy which can
be installed and the rate at which the available enerc-y is
consumed. Therefore, the control system should be optimised
such that the SUUV expends the smallest amount of energy
8while it performs its mission. Designing the control system
to minimise the overall vehicle consumption of energy
requires that different solutions to the control system
design problem be evaluated in terms of energy consumption.
For example, the size of the vertical and horizontal control
surfaces could be made large enough to provide straight line
stability of the vehicle uith no control surface deflection.
Alternatively, the size of the control surfaces could be
made smaller to reduce the drag and thereby reduce the
energy required for propulsion. However, smaller control
surfaces would require an active control system (an energy
drain) to provide vehicle straight line stability.
The design of the control system should follow a logical
sequence . Although the demarcations between different
phases of the design process are not distinct, the following
phases are identified for this project.
Phase I Identify the vehicle size, shape and mission
requirements
.
Phase II Identify a mathematical model to represent
the motion of the vehicle in six degrees
of freedom. Linearize the mathematical
model
.
Phase III Calculate the values of the hydrodynamic
coefficients in the linearized equations.
9Phase IV Form the transfer functions for each of the
linearised equations. Check for vehicle
stability by calculating the values of the
poles and zeros for each transfer
function. Determine the vehicle time
response to a small control surface
deflection
.
Phase V Using modern control theory, model the
vehicle in state space using the six
nonlinear equations which describe its
motion. Include in the model the effects
of random environmental disturbances
.
Phase VI Model the outputs of the vehicle sensors
which will be used to determine the
control signal. Include the effects of
random noise in the measurements.
Phase VII Construct an observer (Kalman filter) to
estimate values of the states which cannot
be measured directly by the vehicle's
sensors
.
Phase VIII Combine Phases V, VI, and VII into a
complete model of the vehicle's motion.
Use this model to design a linear control
system which will control the vehicle in
the predicted manner.
10
In this thesis, Phases I through V are performed in detail,
and a brief discussion of Phases VI, VII and VIII is
provided
.
Phases I and II are discussed in Chapter Two. Figure 1.1
shows the principal dimensions of the SUUV. Although the
shape and dimensions were selected arbitrarily, it was felt
that these parameters would be close to those which might be
selected for an actual vehicle design. The control system
design procedure used in this thesis should be appropriate
for any vehicle with missions similar to those of the SUUV.
Figure 1.2 is a block diagram representation of the
anticipated inputs and outputs for the SUUV's control
system. The linearized equations which are developed in
Chapter Two are adequate to predict the vehicle's response
to small perturbations about the assumed equilibrium
condition of straight ahead motion with the control surfaces
undef lected
.
Phase III, calculation of the hydrodynamic coefficients,
is performed in Chapter Three.
In Chapter Four, the linearised, small perturbation
equations of motion for the vehicle which were developed in
Chapter Two are solved individually to find the transfer
functions (Phase IV). These transfer functions relate u
(forward velocity), w (vertical velocity), and 6 (pitch
angle) to small deflections of the stern planes; and v





FIGURE 1.1 VEHICLE SHAPE AND DIMENSIONS
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FIGURE 1.2 CONTROL SYSTEM INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
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small deflections of the rudder. The poles and zeros of
these transfer functions were calculated. Appendix C
contains the computer programs used to calculate the poles
and zeros of the transfer functions. The inverse LaPlace
transforms of the transfer functions were evaluated at a
series of times to determine the response of the vehicle to
a small step change in rudder or stern plane position.
These time response curves were evaluated to determine if
the settling time and stability of each response mode were
satisfactory. The computer programs used to calculate the
time responses are listed in Appendix D.
Having determined from the classical control theory that
the initial estimate of the geometry of the vehicle uas
satisfactory from the aspect of stability and time response,
in Chapter Five modern control theory uas used to proceed
with the beginning of an in-depth design of the control
system (Phase V). Figure 1.3 shous a block diagram of the
major elements of a modern control system. This thesis
includes a development of the model used to represent the
motion of the vehicle. This model is a set of nonlinear
equations that describe the complete motion of the vehicle
in six degrees of freedom - surge, sway, heave, roll,
pitch, and yatj - and also includes terms to model the
effects of random environmental disturbances on the vehicle.
A computer program is described uhich uill evaluate the













FIGURE 1.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF MODERN CONTROL SYSTEM
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This program is listed in Appendix E. Follow-on work to
this thesis should include developing computer programs to
calculate the information discussed in phases VI and VII,
and then using the program in Appendix E along with these
new programs to model the complete system - input, plant,
sensors, observer, disturbances, and output. This would
allow simulation of the vehicle motion in real time and the
vehicle response under various conditions could be
evaluated. Based on these responses, the optimal feedback
gains and observer gains can be adjusted if necessary to
provide the required vehicle response.
Chapter Six consists of a short summary and the




2 . 1 IDENTIFICATION OF THE VEHICLE AND ITS MISSION
The small unmanned, untethered, underwater vehicle for
which this control system design procedure uas developed is
depicted in Figure 1.1. The principal dimensions and
















The mission of the SUUV is:
1. Transit to operating location and depth;
2. Operate for a predetermined period performing the
intended mission such as monitoring the environment
or conducting inspections of underwater equipment;
and
3. Return to the predetermined location for recovery.
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2 . 2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIONS OF NOTION
The SUUV was treated as a rigid body with deck-keel and
port-starboard symmetry whose motion can be described using
six degrees of freedom - surge, sway, heave, pitch, roll,
and yaw. The control effectors on the SUUV include a
rudder, horizontal control surfaces called stern planes, and
a propeller at the stern. Mathematical equations which can
be used' to model the movement of the SUUV in all six degrees
of freedom were then developed following the procedure used
by Humphreys 1 . Appendix A contains a list of the notations
used in these equations and throughout this thesis. These
notations follow the standard nomenclature introduced in the
Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers TMB 1-5. 2
The equations which describe the forces, F, and moments,
M, acting on the SUUV are:
P = — ^Momentum;QX
Oft, = -rr (Angular momentum) ( 2 )
1 Humphreys , D . E
.
; Development of the Equations of Motion and
Transfer Functions for Underwater Vehicles pp. 1-15 Naval
Coastal Systems Laboratory; Panama City, Florida, July
1976 .
2 The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, TMB
No. 1-5; Nomenclature for Treating the Motions of a.
Submerged Body Through a Fluid ; April, 1952.
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A set of right-hand, orthogonal coordinate axes centered at
the center of mass, CG, of the SUUV was used to develop the
equations of motion. Positive directions for the axes,
linear velocity components, angular velocity components,
angles, forces and moments are shown in Figure 2.1.
The inertial forces and moments acting on the vehicle can
be written as =
ZX = raCU + 2W - RV)
ZY = m(V + RU - PW)
ZZ = m(W +PV - 2U)
ZK = PI - RI + 2R(I - I ) - P2I
x xz 2 y xz
ZM = 21 + PR(I - I ) - R 2 I + P 2 I
y x z xz xz
ZN = RI - PI + P2(I - I ) +2RI







The total motion of the vehicle can be assumed to consist
of two parts: (1) an average motion representative of the
equilibrium condition; and (2) a dynamic motion that
consists of small perturbations about the average motion.




























U = Uo + u (9)
V = V + v ( 10)
W = Un + W (11)
P = P + P (12)
2 = e + q (13)
R = R + r ( 14)
The zero subscripts represent the average or equilibrium
velocity components and the small letters represent the
dynamic velocity components. By defining the equilibrium
condition as straight ahead motion with control surfaces
undeflected, all average velocity components except Uo are
zero and the total velocity equations can be rewritten 1
U = Uo + u ( 15)
V = v (16)





R = r (20)
21
Substituting these equations into the inertial force and
moment equations yields:
ZX = m(u + qw -rv)
ZY = m(v + rU + ru - pw)
ZZ = m(u + pv -qU -qu)
ZK = pi - rl + qr(I - I ) - pql
x xz z y xz
( 25)
ZM = ql + pr(I - I ) - r 2 I + p 2 I






ZN = rl - pi + pq(I - I ) + qrl
z xz y x xz





Assume the disturbances from the equilibrium
condition are small enough that the products and
squares of the changes in velocity are small compared
to the changes themselves.
2. Assume the disturbance angles are small enough that
the sines of these angles may be set equal to zero
and the cosines set equal to one.
22
3. Products of the disturbance angles are approximately
zero .
The following equations result from these assumptions:
ZX = mu
ZY = m( v + rU )
ZZ = m( M - qU )








ZN = rl Pi
(32)
xz
Additionally, using the small perturbation assumption and
equations (15-20), the relationship between the angular









In addition to the inertial forces and moments, the vehicle
also experiences hydrodynamic forces and moments due to the
forces exerted by the surrounding fluid. These forces and
moments are functions of the relative velocity, acceleration
and position as uell as control surface deflections. They
can be expressed in functional form as
:
• • • • • • (36)
F = f (u, v , w,u, v ,w, p , q , r , p ,q , r ><t> , 6 , i> , 6 )
These forces and moments can be expressed in terms of the
Taylor series expansion about the equilibrium condition.
Two assumptions allow considerable simplification of these
expansions
.
1 . Assume second order and higher terms may be neglected
because only small perturbations from the equilibrium
postion are allowed.
2. Assume that since the XZ plane is a plane of
symmetry, X , z , and M are functions only of
u,w,q, their derivatives, and 6; and Y , N , and K
are functions only of v, p, r, their derivatives and
<t> .
Therefore, the hydrodynamic forces and moments expanded in a
Taylor series and simplified by the above assumptions can be
written
•
Y + Y«v +Yv+Y*p+Yp+ YA + Y r + Y*r + Y.tf





VL - K + K*v + K v + K«p + K p + KJ + K«r + K r + L5 (38)
a o v v p p 9 r r o
N. - N + N«v + N v + N«p + N p + N * + N-r + N r + N.5 (39)hov v pr pr <|> r r 6
24
X, - X + X»u + X u + X'w + X v + X*q + X q + XQ 8 + Xx 5no wwq S 5
Z, - Z + Z*u + Z u + Z«w + Z w + Z«q + Z q + Z rt 9 + Z r <5nou u w q n qn 9 6




Terms similar to X <u> 3 u expresses the change in the
force or moment because of the disturbance velocity. X<u>
is called a stability derivative or hydrodynamic coefficient
and is defined as the change in the X force uith respect to




The gravity and buoyancy forces and moments can be
expanded in a similar fashion and the complete linearised,
small perturbation equations of motion for the SUUV are:
mu - X-u + X u + X-w + X w + X-q + X q + X 9 + X 5 (43)
u wwq q o
m(w - U 9) = Z-u + Z u + Z-w + Z w + Z;q + Z q + Z 8 + Z^ 5 (44)v
o u u w w q q tf s < J
I 8 = M«u + M u + M«w +Mw+M-q+Mq+ MQ 8 + M. 6
y u u w w q
n q 8 o s (45)
and
3 The notation < > indicates a subscript
25
m(v + U h = Y-v + Y v +. Y«p + Y p + Y.<j> + Y«r + Y r + Y 6 ( 46 )
o v v p p 9 r r o_ n. ^
>
ij-l 'i = K*v + K v + K*p + K p + K.<|> + K-r + K r + K 6 (47)
xY xz v v p p <P r r R
I ¥ - I "i = N»v + N v + N-p + N p + N.<|> + N;r + N r + N $ (48)
z xz
r v v P P <P r r °R
These two groups of three equations (43-45) and (46-48)
are functions of different variables. Hence, the motion of
the vehicle can be examined in the vertical (XZ) or
horizontal (XY) plane independently of motion in the other
plane. (The motion of the vehicle in the tuo planes is said
to be uncoupled.) The first set of equations is usually
called the vertical or longitudinal set of equations and the





CALCULATION OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
3. 1 CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE BODY
The values for the hydr odynamic coefficients ueie calculated
by first approximating the body shape as an ellipsoid and
calculating values for this shape, and then calculating and
adding the contributions from the fins and the nozzle . The
ellipsoid representing the body is depicted in Figure 3.1.
Volume of Ellipsoid
V = 4/3 7T a b 2
i 1
I I
I V = 18.04 ft. 3 I
I I
i i
Buoyancy Force of Ellipsoid
B = p V
B = 1162 lbf
Surface Area of Ellipsoid
ab














FIGURE 3.1 ELLIPSOID USED TO REPRESENT VEHICLE
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€
= c/a where 6 = eccentricity *
6 = .988
S = 49.3 ft.
Landueber and Johnson 5 determined empirical formulas to
determine the values of many of the hydrodynamic
coefficients. These formulas contain the terms K ' , K 1 , and K2
which are determined for this vehicle by using the table
provided by Lamb 6 . Entering this table with the value a/b =





I =1 for a prolate spheroid
y 2
11 Thomas , G . B . Jr . ; Calculus and Analytic Geometry ; p
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Reading, Ma.; 1960.
478;
5 Landweber, L. and Johnson , J . L . ; Prediction of Dynamic
Stability Derivatives of an Elongated Body of Revolution ;
NSRDC Report C-359; May, 1951.
6 Lamb, Sir Horace; Hydrodynamics , 6th Ed.; pp. 155; Dover
Publications , New York, 1945.
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I = m(a 2 + b 2 )/ 5
y
I = 234 slugs-ft. 2
y
I = 234 slugs-ft. 2
2
I • = I /( 1/2pl 5 )
y y
i ' = i • = .0013
y z
I = m(2b 2 ) / 5
x
I =11.1 slugs-ft. 2
x
I ' = I /( 1/2pl 5 )
X X
30
I ' = .0000614
x
Mass
m = 1 162/32. 2
m = 36.1 slugs
m' = m/( 1/2pl 3 )
m' = .02535
i i
X , s. and Z
G G G
X = Y =
G G
Z = -1/2inch = -.042ft
G




Newman 7 has determined that for three dimensional bodies
where the maximum thickness is less than one-fifth of the
length, the frictional drag is dominant and the drag
coefficient can be predicted from the flat-plate drag
coefficient C<f>. Assuming a speed of five knots, the Reynolds
number is
•
Re = Ul/v "
Re = (5) ( 1 . 689) ( 10) ( . 0929)/( 1 . 35 x 10" 6 )
Re = 5.81 x 10 6 (for seawater at 10°C)
From Figure 2.3 in Newman 8
C = 3.5 x 10" 3
f
and since C = C
D f





X = -1/2pu 2 AC
D
7 Newman, J. N.; Marine Hydrodynamics ; pp 20; MIT Press,
Cambridge , Ma. ; 1977.
8 ibid
32
ax/au = - puac
D
A = S = Surface Area
A = 49.3 l 2 /126.6 = . 39 l 2
X ' = 2 X / pul 2
u u
X ' = -0 . 00273
u







Y ' = Z
M V
Z ? = -0 . 234(m' ) o . 7 * _ D '
u
where D' = C S/l 2 D' = .00137
D
1>1>
Z ' = -.0142
u















M ' = .87(K 2 - K-, jra'
u
M ' = .0195




Z ' = -(0.10 - Knin 1
Z ' = -.0015
q





M ' = -0. 045 m'
q





M. ' = -K'l '
q y
M. ' = - . 00102
q




M ' = m'g Z '
6 G
M • = -. 00302
e
K ' = -. 00302
The circular symmetry of an ellipsoid
causes the following coefficients to be zero
K.' = Z.' = H.' = Y.' = N.' =
p q w r v
1)1
3. 2 CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE FINS
The size and shape of the fins selected was the same for the
rudder and the stern planes. Figure 3.2 shows the
dimensions and shape of one of these fins. The total area
of both the port and starboard stern planes was calculated
to be 0.4 square feet.
A = 0.4 ft. 2
The average span of the rudder and stern planes was
calculated as follows:
S = ( ( .578 + . 375) / (2) )2
S = .972 ft.
The average chord was calculated to be '




Z ' = -
.
5pU A C / ( .5pU l2 )
u f La














Total Area (1 fin) = .2 ft.'
Total Area (2 fins) = .4 ft.'




For calculating the contributions of the fins to the
hydrodynamic coefficients N<v>, M<u>, N<r>, N<v>, y<r>,
y<v>, Z<w>, Z<q>, and M<q>> the projected area of the nozzle
also was included in the calculation of effective fin area
and span. Figure 3.3 shows the effective fin used in these
calculations .
"
Z ' = -A C / l 2
w f La
Z * = - . 040184
u
Z.' = -87T S 2 C 2 /U44S 2 + C 2l )l 3 )
u
Z. • = -.000275
u
Z.' = (1 / 1)*(Z.')
q X W







Area = .81 ft.
Span (S) = 1.75'




AR = AR ='3.65
FIGURE 3.3 EFFECTIVE FIN AREA
kl
Y. ' = -Z. (1 / 1)
r u x
Y. ' = . 00014
Y ' = Z '
v u
Y ' = -.02598
v
Y. ' = Z.
'
V u
Y. ' = -. 000275
v
Z ' = (1 /1)»(Z ' )
q x w
s ' = - .01461
kZ
Y ' = - Z
r q
Y ' = .01461
K ' = (1 2 /l) (Z ' )
p y m
K ' = -.0000445
K. ' = (1 2 /l) (Z. • )
p y w
0000017
M ' = (1 /l) (Z ' )
u x u
M ' = - .01311
w
N ' = M '
v u
k3
N ' = .001311
v
M. ' =(1 /l) (Z '
)
U X u
n. ' = - . ooom
u
-N. ' = M.
V w
N . » = .00014
v
M ' = (1 2 /l) (Z • )
q X U
M ' = -.00775
1




M. ' = -. 0000017
q
N ' = M '
r q
N ' = -.00775
N. ' = M.
'
r q
N. ' = - . 0000017



















M = -1 C A / (l 3 )
<5S x Lcr f
i 1
I I












Table 3-1 lists the values of all of the hydrodynamic
coefficients for ease of reference.
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v -0.01420 -0.025980 -0.04018
Y
v -0.02345 -0.000275 -0.02373
Y
r 0.00150 0.01310 0.0146
Y
r 0.0 -0.000140 -0.00014
Z
w -0.01420 -0.02598 -0.04018
Z
w -0.02345 -0.000275 -0.02373
Z
q -0.00150 -0.01310 -0.01460
Z




p 0.0 -0.0000445 -0.0000445
K
p 0.0 -0.0000017 -0.0000017
M
w 0.01950 -0.01311 0.006395









q -0.00114 -0.006610 -0.00775
M
q -0.00102 -0.0000017 -0.00102
N
v -0.01950 0.001311 -0.01819
N
v 0.0 0.000140 0.000140
N
r -0.00114 -0.006610 -0.00775
N
r -0.00102 -0.0000017 -0.00102
Y 5R 0.007400 0.00740
Z 6S -0.007400 -0.00740
K 6R 0.0 0.0
M
5S -0.003700 -0.00370
N 6R -0.003700 -0.00370
wChapter IV
DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
4. 1 GENERAL
The linearized, small perturbation equations of motion were
developed in Chapter Tuo. After substituting equations 33,
34, and 35 into the equations of motion, the longitudinal
and lateral equations of motion can be written:
LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS
mu - X«u - X u - X«w - X w - X«6 - X 9 - XQ 9u u w w q q 9
mv - mU 9 - Z*u - Z u - Z«w - Z w - Z«9 - Z (
o u u w w q q















av + nU } - Y«v - Y v - Y-* - Y } - YJ - Y'f - Y i Y. 5 r 52 io v v p p <fr r r o R k->^)
I d» - I 4» - K-v - K v - K-<f> - K \ - K.cf> - K*4f - K * - K. 6„ f 53-)
x
y
xz v v p p 4> r r 6 R i.->-> JR
H-I 4 - N-v - N v - N«j - N <j> - N.4 - N'V - H j B. <5 f 5 4 ^
z xz
T
v v p p
r
4> r r 5„ R ^ JH JR
The terms X<<5s>5s, Z<5s><5s, M<<5s>5s, Y<<5R>dR, K<<5R><5R,
and N<<5R><5R are the control forces and moments generated
when the control system causes small deflections of the
k9
stern planes or rudder. The transfer functions for the
response of the vehicle to small deflections of the rudder
or stern planes are developed in the following pages.
4. 2 LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Taking the LaPlace transform of the longitudinal equations
yields •




[- Zjs - Z
u












[- M.s - M
u
]u + [- M.s - Mjw + [(I
y






These equations were nondimensionalized by dividing the
force equations by 1/2 pl 2 Uo 2 > the moment equations by 1/2
pl 3 Uo 2 » and S by Uo/1. Then the nondimensionalized
equations can be written:
NONDIKENSIONAL LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
[(m' - X'-)s' - X']u« - [X'-s' + X']w' - [X'-s' 2 + X's' + X!]8 = Xl 5 CS81u u w w l q q 9 6s ^ O0 Js
s
[-Z''s' - Z*]u' + [(m 1 - Z*-)s' - Z'lw 1
u u l w w
- [Z'-s' 2 + (Z» + m'Js' + Z!]9 =
q





- M's* - M!]9 = Ml 6
y q q 9
J
5 s
[- m'^s' - M^]u» - [M'^s' + M;]w' + [(!' - ' ' ' (60)
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The transfer functions can be determined for a given
input by solving the transformed simultaneous equations of
motion for the variable of interest with all other inputs
set equal to zero. For example, the pitch attitude to stern
plane deflection angle transfer function, using
determinants, can be written:
9(s)
V 8)
(m' - X'-)s' - X'v
u u
- Z'-s' - Z'
u u
- M'«s ? - M'
u u
- X'-s' - X'
w w
(m» - Z'^)s' - Z^
w





(m' - X'-)s' - X' -X'-s' - X'
u u w w
- Z'-s' - Z'
u u








- X's» - X!)
Z' -Z-s'
2
- (Z' + iOs' + -Z'
w q q 9
(I' - M'-)s' 2 - M's' - M'
y q q Q
These determinants were expanded, resulting in a numerator
polynomial in s ' over a denominator polynomial in s ' . The
denominator polynomial for the three longitudinal transfer
functions is a common polynomial. Setting this denominator
equal to zero gives the characteristic equation uhose roots
are equal to the poles of the system. The damping and the
natural frequency and the time constant of the system can be
determined from this characteristic equation. The
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A s' 3 + B s' 2 + C s' + D
w w w w
Long As' 4 + Bs' 3 + Cs'
2
+ Ds' + E
u'/6 s
A s' 3 + B s'
2
+ C s' + D












The coefficients A,B»C»D, and E and the coefficients in the
numerators are evaluated using the equations in Appendix B.
The values of the hydrodynamic derivatives used to evaluate
these coefficients are as calculated in Chapter Three. In
order to evaluate the transfer functions, a computer program
was written which first determined the values of the
coefficients using the equations in Appendix B, and then
used these values to determine the roots of the numerator
and denominator
.
Using the program VERTLIN . FORT (listed in Appendix C) the
roots of the polynomirls in the longitudinal transfer
functions were calculated . See Table 4-1. The surge (u)
polynomial coefficients and roots are zero because all of
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OUTPUT VALUES ARE IN DIMENSIONAL FORM
COEFFS. OF CHARACTERISTIC E2UATI0N
A B C D E
0.974719E-05 0.306286E-04 0.206294E-04 0.568815E-05 0.331301E-06
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TABLE 4-1 ROOTS OF VERTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
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the hydrodynamic coefficients associated uith X were assumed
to be zero except X<u> and X<u>. Figure 4.1, which is a
flow chart for VERTLIN.FORT shows the method used to
calculate the roots. Subroutine ZPOLR, a routine written by
IMSL,Inc. and available as a library routine at C.S. Draper
Laboratory, was used in VERTLIN.FORT to find the zeros of
the polynomials. The pitch ( 6 ) and heave (w) transfer




(S + 2.34MS + .36 + .24j)(S + .36 - . 2 4 j )
(64)
(S + 3. 94) (S + . 18)
w/5s = (65)
(S + 2.34MS + .36 +.24JMS + .36 - . 2 4 j )
The vehicle's response in the vertical plane was then
determined by finding the inverse LaPlace transform for 0(s)
and w(s) assuming a one degree deflection of the stern
planes . Pitch angle as a function of time following a one
degree deflection can be expressed:
0(t) = -0.027 - . 0025(exp) (-2 . 34t)
+
. 03(exp) (- . 36t ) (cos . 24t + .66sin.24t) (55)
The vehicle's vertical velocity as a function of time
following a one degree deflection of the stern planes can be
expressed
:
w(t) = -.003 + . 001 (exp) (-2. 34t)
+0
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Plots of £(t) and w(t) are shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3 These
plots show that the vehicle behaves in a stable, predictable
manner in the vertical plane following a small stern plane
deflection
.
In the expressions for pitch angle and vertical velocity as
functions of time, it can be seen that some terms are much
smaller than others. This indicates that the effects of
some poles and zeros are insignificant in comparison to the
effects from the remaining poles and zeros. When these
zeros and poles which have only minor effects are dropped





(S + . 36 + . 24 j ) (S + .36 - . 24 j
)
(S + . 18)
w(s) = (69)
(S + .36 +.24J) (S + . 36 - .24j)
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FIGURE 4.2 PITCH MOTION FOR A ONE DEGREE STERN PLANE
DEFLECTION
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FIGURE 4.3 HEAVE MOTION FOLLOWING A ONE DEGREE STERN PLANE
DEFLECTION
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S 2 + .76S +. 187 = (70)
This equation is of the form,
S 2 + 2fun + on 2 =
where £ = damping ratio
un = natural frequency




T = 14.5 sees .
4. 3 LATERAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
The transfer functions for the lateral equations uere
determined and analysed using the same procedure just
completed for the longitudinal equations. Equations (52-54)
were nondimensionalized in the same fashion as were the




Nondimensionalized Lateral Equations of notion
[(m' - Y'-)s' - Y'JB + [- Y'-s' 2 - Y»s' - Y']4>1 v v p p <(>
+ [- Y'-s'
2
+ (m* - Y^s']* = Y! 5 dL
r r 6 R (71)
[- K'-s' - K']8 + [(I' - K'Os' 2 - K's' - K!]<f>1
v v
J x p p <j>
JT
+ [(- I' - K'.)s' 2 - K's']* - KI 6.1
xz r r
r
[- N'-s f - N']B + [(- I' ~ N'«)s' 2 - N's' - N!]<J>1 v v J l xz p p 4>
+ [(I' - N'-)s' 2 - N*s']^ = Nl 6 D
z r r 6 R
(72)
(73)








s,v 3 + v ,2 + cbs ' + V
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+ C,s' + D.




Figure 4-4 is a flow diagram of the computer program
HORLIN.FORT (listed in Appendix C). The values of the
coefficients and roots for the lateral transfer functions
were calculated uith HORLIN.FORT and are listed in Table
4-2. The coefficients and the roots of the roll polynomial
are equal to zero because of the vehicle's symmetry in both
the vertical and horizontal planes. The transfer functions
for the suay and yaw motion are written (after
cancellation) '•
v(s )/<5r ( s )
(S + 4. 38)
(S +2 . 69) (S + .45)
(77)
^(s)/<5r(s) =
(S + .81 )
(S + 2 . 69) (S + .45)
(78)
v(t) and 0(t) were determined
v(t) = 0.58 - .62exp(-.45t) (79)
tf(t) = -.014 - O.OIt - . 012exp(-. 45t) (80)
Plots of v(t) and yfr(t) are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
These plots show that the vehicle is stable and behaves in a
predictable manner in the horizontal plane for small
deflections of the rudder.
In order to maximize the use of the installed energy, the
control surfaces should be redesigned to reduce their area,
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OUTPUT VALUES ARE IN DIMENSIONAL FORM
COEFFS. OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
A B C D E
0.301377E-07 0.110544E-06 0.899080E-06 0.257019E-05 0.976S23E-06
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FIGURE 4.6 YAW MOTION FOR A ONE DEGREE RUDDER DEFLECTION
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maximise mission range or time. After selecting a new fin
size and shape, the affected calculations in Chapter III
should be repeated to determine new hydrodynamic
coefficients. Then the analysis of this chapter should be
repeated. This sequence should be repeated until the size
of the control surfaces is the smallest uhich will provide
the desired control characteristics.
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Chapter V
APPLICATION OF MODERN CONTROL THEORY
After analyzing the vehicle using classical control theory,
the next step was to apply the principals of modern control
theory which uses state space, state variables and state
vectors to describe the dynamic system which is to be
controlled. Modern control theory can be used to design
control systems which have multiple inputs and multiple
outputs
.
The state variables are a set of variables of interest,
X<i>, which completely describe the state of the system at
any fixed time. The finite number, n, of state variables
which can completely describe the system at any instant form
an n component state vector:
X = CXi ,X 2 , . .X<n>)
The inputs to the system are represented by a control
vector , U
.
The state equations which represent the system are then
written in the form:
X = A X + B U
C X + D U
67
where A,B,C, and D are coefficient matrices and Y(t) is the
output vector. The state variables are not a unique set.
That is, various sets of state variables can be used. Where
possible, it is advantageous to choose as the state
variables those variables uhich have physical significance
and uhich can be measured.
The next step in the design sequence was to model the
nonlinear motion of the vehicle in six degrees of freedom.
Appendix D contains a listing of the six nonlinear equations
which were proposed as the standard equations of motion for
submarine simulation 9 .
i o
Appendix E contains the listing of a computer subroutine
which uses these equations to calculate the values of the
vehicle's linear and angular velocities in both the body
coordinate system and the earth coordinate system. The flow
chart for this subroutine is shown in Figure 5.1.
This completes Phases I through V of the control system
design process as discussed in Chapter I. Additional work
on this topic should begin with Phase VI and procede to the
final control system design.
Gerter, M. and Hagen, G.R.; Standard Equations of Motion
for Submarine Simulation; NSRDC Report No. 2510;
Washington D.C. ; June, 1967









































































A general procedure for the control system design of a small
unmanned, untethered, underwater vehicle was formulated.
The early phases of the procedure were accomplished for the
vehicle. accomplished for a vehicle.
The linearized equations of motion in six degrees of
freedom for small perturbations about an equilibrium
condition of straight ahead motion were formulated, and
values for each of the hydrodynamic coefficients in these
equations were calculated. The vehicle's response to a
small control surface deflection was analysed by forming the
transfer functions for each of the equations and then
solving for the vehicle response in the time domain. The
initial design of the control surfaces for the selected
vehicle size and shape was conservative. Smaller control
surfaces should be designed and the analysis should be
repeated until the smallest control surfaces which provide
satisfactory vehicle control are achieved.
A model of the vehicle was formulate using the nonlinear
equations of motion. Additional work in the area of this
thesis would be to complete a nonlinear model of the vehicle
and its control system. Modeling of the vehicle's sensors
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and measurement noise terms and constructing an observer to
calculate non-observable states are required to combine with
the nonlinear vehicle model and input terms.
This complete nonlinear model should then be used to
predict the vehicle's response in real time. An actual
control system should then be designed that has the desired






Symbol Dimensionles s Form Definition
B B' = -j- j
—
2
Buoyancy force, positive upward
CB Center of buoyancy of submarine
CG Center of mass of submarine
I I * = Moment of inertia of submarine about x axis
* x £ p .t,B
I




' = ;-~g Moment of inertia of submarine about y axis
T 2I_ I = g- Moment of inertia of submarine about z axis
I I ' = t—^g- Product of inertia about xy axis
xy xy % pi*
I 1 ' = , y « Product of inertia about yz axes
y* yz £pt5
i zx
I I ' = = b- Product of inertia about zx axes
zx zx $plF










Rolling moment when body angle (a, 0) and
control surface angles are zero
Coefficient used in representing K# as a
function of (?]- 1)
First order coefficient used in representing
K as a function of p
Coefficient used in representing K as a function
of- p
Second order coefficient used in representing
K as a function of p
Coefficient used in representing K as a function
of the product pq
K
* K* £pt3 u*























r " £p{/ U
Coefficient used in representing K as a
function of the product qr
First order coefficient used in representing
K as a function of r










First order coefficient used in representing
K as a function of v
Coefficient used in representing K as a
function of v
K K







K ' = -^3-
vq fcp-t*
K,
vw " | pi3
K ' =-^P
K *wr
K - K ^r
6r " i«/3 T£pt3 u'
Coefficient used in representing K as a function
of the product vq
Coefficient used in representing K as a function
of the product vw
Coefficient used in representing K as a function
of the product wp
Coefficient used in representing K as a function
of the product wr
First order coefficient used in representing
K as a function of 6_

























Mass of submarine, including water in free-
flooding spaces
Hydrodynamic moment component about y axis
(pitching moment)
Pitching moment when body angles (a, B) and
control surface angles are zero
Second order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of p. First order coefficient is
zero.
First order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of q
First order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of (tj-1)
q





















































M lq|w|q " % P14
Second order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of q
Coefficient used in representing M, as a
function q
Coefficient used in representing M as a
function of the product rp
Second order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of r. First order coefficient
is zero
Coefficient used in representing M as a
function of the product vp
Coefficient used in representing M as a
function of the product vr
Second order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of v
First order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of vv
First order coefficient used in representing
Mw as a function of (r)-l)
Coefficient used in representing M as a function
of w
First order coefficient used in representing M
as a function of W; equal to zero for symmetrical
function























Second order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of w
First order coefficient used in representing
Mi , as a function of (77-1)w | w I '
Second order coefficient used in representing
Mas a function of w; equal to zero for sym-
metrical function
First order coefficient used in representing
M as a function of 6.
First order coefficient used in representing




































Hydrodynamic moment component about z
axis (yawing moment)
Yawing moment when body angles (or, 3) and
control surface angles are zero
First order coefficient used in representing N
as a function of p
Coefficient used in representing N as a function
of p
Coefficient used in representing N as a function
of the product pq
Coefficient used in representing N as a function
of the product qr
First order coefficient used in representing N





First order coefficient used in representing














N| r | 6r
1*1 6r $pl*U
Second order coefficient used in representing
N as a function of r





First order coefficient used in representing N










First order coefficient used in representing Nv
as a function of (tj-1)











Coefficient used in representing N as a function
of the product vq
Coefficient used in representing Nr as a
function of v
N
v|v| vl vl £ p{,3
Second order coefficient used in representing
N as a function of v
N






First order coefficient used in representing
N




















Coefficient used in representing N as a function
of the product vw
Coefficient used in representing N as a function
of the product wp
Coefficient used in representing N as a function








6r7) $pl3 U z
u
First order coefficient.used in representing N
as a function of 6r
First order coefficient used in representing
N« as a function pf (77- 1) •
or
Angular velocity component about x axis
relative to fluid (roll)
i.fi
P




Angular velocity component about y axis relative
to fluid (pitch)



















Angular velocity component about l axis
relative to fluid (yaw)
Angular acceleration component about 2 axis
relative to fluid
Linear velocity of origin of body axes relative
to fluid
Component of U in direction of the x axis
Time rate of change of u in direction of the
x axis
: ' u
Command speed: steady value of ahead speed
component u for a given propeller rpm when
body angles (a, B) and control surface angles
are zero. Sign changes with propeller reversal
U
Component of U in direction of the y axis
U 2






Component of U in direction of the z axis
Time rate of change of w in direction of the
z axis
W w = w
fpt 2UI7TT
Weight, including water in free flooding spaces
:B
X = —
x • = Sa.'B i
Longitudinal body axis; also the coordinate of a
point relative to the origin of body axes
The x coordinate of CB
. *o
The x coordinate of CG
A coordinate of the displacement of CG relative














Hydrodynamic force component along x axis
(longitudinal, or axial, force)
Second order coefficient used in representing
X as a function of q. First order coefficient
is zero
Coefficient used in representing X as a function
of the product rp
Second order coefficient used in representing




-fpP Coefficient used in representing X as a function
of u
UU £pi 2
Second order coefficient used in representing
X as a function of u in the non-propelled case.




vr $ p( 3
x •».£*
Coefficient used in representing X as a function
of the product vr
Second order coeffient used in representing X





vvtj yv First order coefficient used in representing Xyvas a function of (t]-1)
XWq wq
" Ip-t
3 Coefficient used in representing X as a function








^m/WtiV ' — '
,
x 6b6b









'6r6rrj ' "fplTu 2
Second order coefficient used in representing
X as a function of w. First order coefficient is
zero
First order coefficient used in representing Xww
as a function of (77- 1)
Second order coefficient used in representing X
as a function of 6^. First order coefficient
is zero
Second order coefficient used in representing
X as a function of 6 r . First order coefficient is
zero
First order coefficient used in representing




Second order coefficient used in representing X







First order coefficient used in representing
X c t as a function of (77- 1)6s6s '
= X Lateral body axis; also the coordinate of a














The y coordinate of CB
The y coordinate of CG
A coordinate of the displacement of CG relative
to the origin of a set of fixed axes
Hydrodynamic force component along y axis
(lateral force)
Lateral force when body angles (a, /?) and control









First order coefficient used in representing
Y as a function of p
Coefficient used in representing Y as a function
of p
Second order coefficient used in representing
Y as a -function of p
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pq
y i = HS_
pq £pt 4
Coefficient used in representing Y as a function








Coefficient used in representing Y as a function
of the product qr
First order coefficient used in representing Y
as a function of r
"7
Y = TV First order coefficient used in representing










|r|6r " ApiJ U
Y..
v |pi 2U
Coefficient used in representing Y as a
function of r
First order coefficient used in representing












vlr| " % pe
First order coefficient used in representing
Yv as a function of (77- 1)
Coefficient used in representing Y as a
function of v
Coefficient used in representing Y as a function
of the product vq
Coefficient used in representing Yv as a function
of r
v|v|





















Second order coefficient used in representing
Y as a function of v




v j as a function of (77- 1)
Coefficient used in repre enting Y as a
function of the product w
Coefficient used in representing Y as a
function of the product wp
Coefficient used in representing Y as a
function of the product wr
6r
V i - Jl
6r
" l,pl z \J 2
First order coefficient used in representing




? £p<, 2u 2
First order coefficient used in representing
Y, as a function of (77- 1)
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Normal body axis; also the coordinate of a
point relative to the origin of body axes
'B
The z coordinate of CD
The z coordinate of CG
A coordinate of the displacement of CG





Hydrodynamic force component along z
axis (normal force)
Normal force when body angles (a, /3) and
























Second order coefficient used in representing
Z as a function of p. First order coefficient
is zero
First order coefficient used in representing
Z as a function of q
First order coefficient used in representing
Z Q as a function of (77 - 1
)
Coefficient used in representing Z as a
function of q
Coefficient used in representing Z, as a
r *• i- 6sfunction of q
Coefficient used in representing Z as a
function of the product rp
Second order coefficient used in representing




First order coefficient used in representing




Z ' - V-T?
2 • - ..
w ~ £p!7
First order coefficient used in representing
Zw as a function of (77- 1)





w hl ' i Pi3
'
First order coefficient used in representing
Z as a function of v/j equal to zero for sym-
metrical function
Coefficient used in representing Z as a
function of q w
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Second order coefficient used in representing
Z as a function of w
First order coefficient used in representing
Z . as a function of (t)-1)w | w I • '
Second order coefficient used in representing
Z as a function of w; equal to ?.ero for sym-
metrical function
Z 6b
2.,, Z ' = ;—r- First order coefficient used in representing Z6b



















Z ' = First order coefficient used in representing
Z as a function of 6 g
Z, Z, ' = —
—




> hpl'V 2 Z as a function of (Tj-l)
s
a Angle of attack
3 Angle of drift
&k Deflection of bowplane or sailplane
6 Deflection of rudder




8 Angle of pitch
<b Angle of yaw
Angle of roll
a., b., c. Sets of constants used in the representation of
propeller thrust in the axial equation
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APPENDIX B
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
The longitudinal characteristic equation is






+ Ds' + E
Long
where
A = (m' - X'-)(m' - Z'-)(I' - M'-) - X'-M'-Z'- - Z'-M'-X'-
u wy q wuq uwq
- (m' - Z'-)M'-X'- - Z'-X'-(I' - M'O - M'-(m' - X'-)Z'- .wuq uwy q w uq
B - - (m* - X'-)(m» - Z'-)M' - Z'(m' - X'-)(I' - M'-)
u w q w u y q
- X'(m' - Z'-)(I' " M'O - X'-M*-(Z' + m') - M'X'-Z'- - M'-X'Z'-
u wy q wuq uwq uwq
- Z f 'M'-X' - Z'-M'Z'- - Z'M'-X'- - (m' - Z'OM'-X' - M'(m' - Z'OX';
u"^wq uwq uwq wuq u wq
+ M'-Z'X'* + Z'-X'-M' - Z'X'-CI* - M'«) - Z'-X'U' - M'-)uwq uwq uwy q uwy q
- M'^Cm' - X'-)(Z' + m') - M'(m* - X'-)Z'* + M'-X'Z'- .
w u q w u q wuq
C = - (m' - X'-)(m' - Z'-)M' + Z'(m' - X'-)M' + X'(m' - Z'-)M'
u w
y 8 w u q u w' q
+ Z'X'(I' - M'-) - X'-M'-Z' - M'X'-(Z' + m') - M'-X'(Z' + m*)wuy q wu9 uwq uwq
- Z'-M'-X' - Z'-M'X' - Z'M'-X' - Z'M'X'- - (m' - Z'-)M'-X!uw8 uwq uwq uwq wu8
- M'(m' - Z'-)X' + M'-Z'X' + Z'M'X'- + Z'-X'-M' + Z'X'-M' + Z'-X'M'
u wq uwq wuq uw9 uwq uwq
- X'Z'(I' - M'-) - M'-(m» - X'-)Z! - M'(m' - X'-)(Z' + m')wuy q w u 9 w u q
+ M'-X'(Z' + m') + X'M'Z'- - M'X'Z'- .wuq uwq uwq
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D - Z'M!(m' - X'«) + X'(m' - Z'«)M' - Z'X'M' - M'X''Z' - M'-X'Z!w9 u u w 9 wuq uw0 uw8
- M'X'(Z' + ra') - Z'-M'X' - Z'M'-X' - Z'M'X' - M' (m' - Z'-)X'uwq uw9 uw9 uwq u w 9
+ M'«Z'X' + Z'M'X' + Z'X'-M! + Z'«X»M! + X'Z'M' - M' (m' - X'-)Z'uw9 wuq uw0 uw0 wuq w u 9
+ M'-X'Z! + M'X'(Z' + m') .
w u 9 wuq
E « - Z'X'M! - M'X'Z! - Z'M'X' + Z'M'X! + X'Z'M* + X'M'Z' .wu9 uw0 uw9 wu9 wu9 uw9




5 A.s' + B.s' + C,
9/6 = S
9
s A T A TLong Long
where
A = Ml (m* - X'-)(m* - Z'-) + Zl X'-M*- + X! Z'-M'- - Ml X'-Z'-85 u w6wuouw5wu
e e e e
+ X! (m' - Z'-)M'- + Z! M'-(m' - X'-) .
6 w u 6 w u
e e
B = - M! (m' - X'-)Z' - Ml X'(m' - Z'-) + Z\ X'-M' + Z\ X'M'-
o 6 uw6u w owuowu
e e e e
+ XI Z'-M' + X\ Z'M*- - M! X'-Z* - Ml X'Z'- + XI (m' - Z'-)M'ouw ouw owu OWU wu
e e e e e
- XI Z'M'- - Zl M'-X' + Zl M'(m' - X'-) .
<5 w u 5wu 6 w u
e e e
c fl = m: x'z' + z\ x'm' + x; z'm' - m; x'z' - x; z'm' - z; M'X' .« 6 u w owu ouw owu owu owu
e e e e e e
The vertical velocity transfer function is
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A - Zl (m' - X'-)(I' - M'-) + XI M'-Z'- + Ml Z'-X'- - Zl M'-X'-
w 6 uy qouqouqouq
e eee
+ XI Z'-(I' - M'-) + MI (m' - X'-)Z'- .
6
e




B - - Zl (m 1 - X'-)M' - zl X'(I' - M*-) + XI M'Z»- + XI M'»(Z' + m')






+ mi z'-x' + mi z'x'- - zi m*-x' - zi m'x 1 * - xi z'-m'





+ XI Z'(I' - M'-) + MI (m' - X'-)(Z' + m') - Ml X'Z'- .






C = - Zl (m' - X'-)M* + Zl X'M' + XI M'-Z' + XI M'(Z» + m') + MI Z'-X»
w 6 u 8 6 u q 6 u 9 6 u q 6 u 8
e e e e e
+ Ml Z'Z' - ZL M'-Xl - Zl M'X 1 - Xi Z'-Ml - XI Z'M' + Ml (m' - X*-)Z'6uq 6u8 6uq 5 u 8 6 u q 6 u8
e e e^e ee




D = Zl X'M' + XI M'Z' + M' Z'X' - Zl M*X» - XI Z'M' - Ml X'Z' .
w ou" ouo OUo ouo o u 9 ouo
e e e e e e











A = XI (m' - Z'.)(I' - M'-) + MI X'-Z'- + Zl M'-X'- + Ml fm' - Z'-)X*;






+ Zl X'-(I' - M'-) - XI M'-Z'- .
6 w y q owq
e J n e ^
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B - - XI (m 1 - Z'-)M' - XI (I' - M'-)Z' + MI X'-(Z' + m') + Ml X' Z'-
u 6 w' q o y qwOwq ' 6 w q
e e e e
+ Zl M'-X' + Z] M'X'« + MI (m' - Z*«)X r - Ml Z'X'- - Zl X'-M'6wq 6wq 6 wq 6 w q 6 w qeee e e ^
+ Zl X'(I' - M'O - XI M'-(Z' + m') - XI M'Z'- .owy q 6wq owq
e e e
C = - XI (m' - Z*«)Ml + XI Z'M' + Ml X'«Z' + Ml X'(Z' + m') + Zl M'«Xl
u 6 w 8 5wq 6 w 6 6 w q 6w6
e e e e e
+ ZI M'X' + Ml (m' - Z'«)X' - MI Z' X' - Zl X' -M' - Zl X'M'5wq <5 w8 owq 6w8 6wqee ee e
- XI M'-ZI - XI M'(Z' + m') .
6 w 8 6 w q
e e
D = XI Z'M' + Ml X'ZI + Zl M'XI - Ml Z'Xl - Zl X'M! - XI M'Z!
u 6w9 6 w 9 6w8 5 w 8 6 w 8 5w9
e e e e e e
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EXPRESSIONS FOR THE LATERAL TRANSFER FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
The lateral characteristic equation is






+ Ds' + E)
Lat
where
A = (m' - Y'-)(I' - N'-)(I* - K'«) + N'«(- I' - K'-)Y'-
v z r x p v xz r p
+ Y''K'«(- I' - N'-) - N'-Y'«(I f - K'«) - K'«(I' - N'«)Y'«rvxz p vrx p vz rp
- (m' - Y'-)(- I 1 - N'-)(- I' - K'-) .
v xz p xz r
B = - (m' - Y'-)(I' - N'-)K f - N'dn' - Y'-)(I' - K'-)
v z r p r v x p
- Y'(I* - N'«)(I' - K'-) + N'-(- I' - K'OY 1 - N'-K'Y'*
v z r x p v xz r p v r p
+ N*(- I' - K'-)Y'- - Y'-K'-N' + Y ? «K'(- I' - N'«)
v xz r p r v p r v xz p
- (m* - Y')K'.(- I» - N'-) + N'-Y'-K' + N'-(m' - Y')(I f - K'-)
r v xz p v r p v r x p
- N'Y'-CI' - K'-) - K'-(I' - N'-)Y' + K'-N'Y'' - (I' - N'OK'Y 1 -vrx p vz r p vrp z rvp
+ (m* - Y'-)(- I' - K'-)N* + (m' - Y*-)K'(- I' - N'-)
v xz r p v r xz p
+ Y'(- I' - K'-)(- I' - N*-) .
v xz r xz p
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C - N'On' - Y'-)K' - (m' - Y'«)(I' - N'-)K! + Y'(I' - N'*)K'
r v p v z r ' <p v z r p
+ N'Y'(I' - K*-) + N»'(- I' - K'-)Y! - N'-K'Y' + N'(- I' - K'-)Y'rvx p v xz r vrp v xz r p
- N'K'Y'- - Y'-K'-N! - Y'-K'N' + (m' - Y')K''N'vrp r v <t> rvp rvp
- (m' - Y*)K'(- I* - N'-) + N'-Y'-K! - N'-(m' - Y')K' + N'Y'-K'rv xz p v r 4> v r p vrp
+ N'Cm' - Y')(I ? - K*-) - K'-(I' - N'-)Y! + K*-N'Y' - (I' - N'*)K'Y'
v rx p vz r4> vrpz rvp
+ K'N'Y'- + (m 1 - Y'-)(- I' - K'-)N! - (m' - Y*-)K'N'vrp v xz r
<t> vrp
-Y'(-I' - K'-)N' - K'Y'(- I' - N'-) .
v xz r p r v xz p
D = N'(m ? - Y'-)K! + Y'(I' - N'«)K! - N'Y'K' - N'-K'Y!
r v<}> vz r<p rvp vr<p
+ N'(- I' - K'«)Y! - N'K'Y' - Y'-K'N! + (m' - Y')K'*N!
v xz r<t> vrp rv<t> rv<p
+ (m' - Y')K'N' - N*-(m' - Y')K! + N'Y'-K! - N'(m* - Y')K' + K'-N'Y'rvp v r $ v r <}> v r p v r $
- (I' - N'-)K*Y! + K'N'Y' - (m' - Y'-)K'N! - Y'(- I' - K'-)N!
z rv<p vrp vr<p v xz r<p
+ K'Y'N' .rvp
E = - N'Y'K' - N'K'Y' + (m' - Y')K'N' - N'(m' - Y')K' + K'N'Y' + K'Y'N'
rv<J> vr<j> rv<|) v r<f> vr<J> rv<()













A. = Y! (I' - H'Od' ~ K'«) - N] (- I' - K'-)Y'- - Kl Y'-(- I' - N'-)
3 5 z r' x p' 6 xz r' p 6 r xz pr r r r r
+ Nl Y'-(I' - K'O + K' (I' - N'OY'' - Y' (- I 1 - K'«)(- I' - N'«)


















r' xz p' ^ rp
- (m 1 - Y')NI (I' - K'-) + Kl (I* - N'-)Y' - Kl N'Y'«





+ Y] (- I' - K'-)N' + Yl K'(- I' - N'«) .
6 xz r p o r xz p
r r
K
C = - Y' (I' - N'-)K! + Yl N'K' - Nl (- I' - K'«)Y! + Nl K'Y'
6 v z r
<J>
6rp 5 xz r 4> 6rp
r r r r
+ Kl Y'-N! - Kl (m' - Y')N' - Nl Y'.K' + (m' - Y')Nl K'
<j r <p o rp o r <J> roprr r r r r r
+ K' (I' - N'-)Y! - N'K' Y' + YI (- I' - K'-)N' - Yl K'N' .




D a = YI N'K! + Nl K'Y' - Kl (m' - Y')N' + (m' - Y»)Nl K! - N'Kl. Y!







- YI K'N' .
6 r <j>
r
The roll transfer function is
_
N









A -= k: (m' - Y'.)(I' - N';) - Y» N'.(- I' - K'-) + Nl K'-Y'-90 v z r v xz r ovr
- Kl N'-Y'- + Yl K'«(I» - N'«) - Nl (m' - Y f -)(- I* - K'-) .
6 v r 5 v z r 6 v xz r
r r r
B = - Kl (m' - Y'-)N' - KI Y'(I' - N'«) + Yl N'-K* - Yl N'(- I' - K'-)
<J>
5 v r 6 v z r 6 v r 6 v xz r
r r r r
- Nl K'-(m* - Y') + Nl K'Y'« + Kl N'-(m' - Y') - K! N'Y'- - Yl K'-N'
6 v r 6 v r <5 v r 6 v r 5 v r
r r r r r
+ Y] K'(I* - N'-) + Nl (m' - Y'-)K' + Nl Y'(- I' - K'-) .
6 v z r 6 v r 6 v xz r
r r r
C. = KI Y'N* + Yl N'K' - Nl K'(m' - Y') + K! N*(m' - Y') - Yl K'N'
<t> 6vr ovr v r v r ovr
r r r r r
- N] Y'K' .
6 v r
r
The yaw transfer function is
V A,s ,J + B,s' + C.s' + D,
$„ " A T A TR Lat Lat
where
A, = Nl (m' - Y'-)(I' ~ K*") + KI N»-Y'- - Y! K'-(- I' - N'-)
\b 6 v x p 5vp 6 v xz p
r r r
+ Yl N'-(I' - K'-) - N! K'-Y'- - K! (m' - Y*-)(- I' " N'*) .




B, - - N] (m' - Y'-)K' - N] Y'(I' - K'-) + Kl N'-Y' + Kl N'Y'-









+ Y] K*-N' - Y! K'(- I' - N'-) - Yl N'-K' + Y' N*(I* - K'-)





- Nl K'-Y' - N] K'Y'- + Kl (m' - Y'-)N' + Kl Y'(- I' - N'-)ovp 6 v p vp ov xz prrr r
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C. - - NI (m' - Y'.)K! + N' Y'K' + Kl N'»Y' + K] N'Y' + Y] K'*N'
4> 5 v A 6 v p 6 v A 6 v p 6 v A
+ y; k'n' - y: n'-k; - yi n'k' - ni k'«y' - n; k'y' + k; (m' - y'on!














D. = N{ Y'K! + Kl N'Y' + YI K'N' - Yi N'K! - Ni K'Y' - Kl Y'N' .














READC 4, *) RMUD , Z2D , XWD , RM2D , RMWD
READC4,*) X2D,ZUD , RM2, ZW, XU , Z2
READC 4 , * ) RMU, XW, X2, ZU, RMTHET
READC 4, * ) ZTHETA,XTHETA,RMW,XDE,ZDE, RMDE
REAL A1 C5) , A2C 3) , A3C 4) , A 4 C 4
)
COMPLEX Z1 C4) , Z2C2 ) ,Z3C 3) ,Z4C 3)
WRITEC 6,15)
15 FORMATC IX, 'IN WHAT FORMAT DO YOU WANT THE ANSWER?',/,
1 ' DIMENSIONAL WRITE 1',/,
2 ' NONDIMENSIONAL WRITE 0')
READC7, 20 ) J
IF C J) 2,2,1
1 WRITEC5,4)
WRITEC 6,4)
4 FORMATC 1X, 'OUTPUT VALUES ARE IN DIMENSIONAL FORM')
GO TO 3
2 WRITEC 5, 5)
WRITEC6,5)












1 - C WT-ZWD )* RMUD *X2D-ZUD* XWD *CRIY-RM2D) -RMWD *C WT-XUD )*Z2D
C234567
C23456739 1 1234567892 1234567893 1234567894 1234567895 1234567896 12345
B= -( WT-XUD)*CWT-ZWD)*RM2-ZW*CWT-XUD)*CRIY-RM2D)
1 -XU*CWT-ZWD )*CRIY-RM2D)-XWD*RMUD'*CZ2 + WT)-RMU*XWD*Z2D
2 - RMU D * XW* Z 2 D-ZU D "* RMWD * X2-ZU D * RMW*Z 2 D-ZU'* RMWD *X2D-( WT-ZWD)*
3 RMUD*X2-RMU* C WT-ZWD
)
*X2D+RMUD*ZW*X2D+ZUD*XWD*RM2
4 -ZU*XWD*CRIY-RM2D ) -ZUD*XW* C RI Y-RM2D ) -RMWD* ( WT-XUD ) * C Z2 + WT
)
5 -RMW* ( WT-XUD )*Z2D+RMWD*XU*Z2D
C
C
C= -(WT-XUD)* (WT-ZWD)* RHTHET+ZW* (WT-XUD ) *RM2 + XU* ( WT-ZWD )
*

































50 FORMATC 1X, 'COEFFS . OF CHARACTERISTIC E2UATI0N',/)
WRITEC 5,51)
WRITEC 6,51)
5 1 FORMAT C7X, 'A', 14X, 'B', 14X, T C f , 14X, *D', 14X, f E')
WRITEC 5, 100)A,B,C,D,E
WRITEC 6, 100)A,B,C,D,E
100 FORMATC 1X,5E 14. 6 ,/ )
NDEG=4














200 FORMATC 1X, * ROOTS OF CHARACTERISTIC E2UATI0N',/)
WRITEC 5 , 205)
WRITEC 6 , 205)






I 201 FORMATC IX , 2F16 . 6 ,//)
C
C








1 ZDE'*XW*RMUD + XDE*ZUD*P.MW + XDE*ZU*RMD-RMDE*XWD*ZU

















52 FOP.MATC 1X, 'PITCH POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS'/)
WRITEC 5,53)
WRITE ( 6,53)
53 FORMAT (7X, 'ATHETA' ,9X, 'BTHETA' ,9X, 'CTHETA' )
WRITEC 5, 100) ATHETA, BTHETA, CTHETA
WRITEC 6,100) ATHETA, BTHETA, CTHETA
NDEG=2
A2C 1 )=ATHETA
A2 C 2 ) =BTHETA
A2C 3) =CTHETA
CALL ZPOLRC A2 ,NDEG,Z2 ,IER)
WRITEC5, 54)
WRITEC 6,54)
54 FORMATC 1X, ' ROOTS'
)
WRITEC5, 205)
WRITEC 6 , 205)
WRITEC 5,20 1) Z2
WRITEC 6,201) Z2
C
C VERTICAL VELOCITY TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR POLYNOMIAL
C
AW = ZDE* (WT-XUD)-*CRIY-RM2D)+XDE*RMUD*ZOD+RMDE*ZUD*X2D-ZDE*RMUD
1 *X2D + XDE 1C ZUD*CRIY-RM2D)+MDE*CWT-XUD)*Z2D
C234567
C
BW = -ZDE*CWT-XUD)*RM2-ZDE*XU*CRIY-RM2D ) + XDE*P.MU*Z2D + XDE* RMUD
1 *CZ2+WT)+MDE*ZUD*X2+RMDE*ZU*X2D-ZDE*RMUD*X2-ZDE*RMU*X2D
'. 2 -XDE*ZUD*RM2+XDE*ZU* CRIY-RM2D)+RMDE*CWT-XUD)* CZ2+WT)
3 -RMDE*XU'*Z°D
C23456789 11 234567892 1234567893 1234567894 1234567895 1234567896 12345
CW = -ZDE*
(














42 MRITEC 5, 105)
WRITEC6 ,105)




106 FORMAT (7X, ' AM' , 9X, 'BM' , 9X, 'CM' , 9X, 'DW )
MRITEC 5, 100) AM, BM, CM, DM




A3( 3 ) =CM
A3( 4) =DM
CALL ZPOLRC A 3 , NDEG , Z3 , IER
)
MRITEC5, 202)
MRITEC 6 , 202
202 FORMATC IX, 'ROOTS'
)
MRITEC5, 205)
MRITEC 6 , 205)











































CALL ZPOLRC A 4 , NDEG , Z4 , IER
)
URITEC 5, 202 )
URITEC 6,202)
WRITE( 5, 205)
URITEC 6 , 205)












READ (4 , *)WT,RIX, RIY,RIZ,XL,U
READ( 4,*) YV, YR, YPHI, YVD, YPD, YRD , YDR, YP
READ( 4 , * )RKV , RKP, RKR, RKPHI, RKVD, RKPD, RKRD, RKDR
READ( 4, *)RNV, RNR, RNVD , RNRD , RNDR, RNPD, RNP , RNPHI
REAL A1 (5) , A3( 3) , A2(4) , A4(4)
COMPLEX Z1( 4) ,Z3(2 ) ,Z2( 3) ,Z4( 3)
WRITEC 6,15)
15 FORMAT ( IX, • IN UHAT FORMAT DO YOU WANT THE ANSWER?',/,
1' DIMENSIONAL WRITE 1',/,
2' NONDIMENSIONAL WRITE 0')
READC7, 20 ) J
IF( J)2, 2 , 1
1 WRITE(5,4)
WRITEC 6,4)
4 FORMAT( 1X, 'OUTPUT VALUES ARE IN DIMENSIONAL FORM')
GO TO 3
2 WRITE (5, 5)
WRITEC 6,5)










A=(WT-YVD)*(RIZ-RNRD)*(RIX-RKPD) + RNVD* ( -RKRD )* YPD
1 + YRD* RK VD *( -RNPD) -RNVD* YRD* ( RIX-RKPD ) -RKVD* ( RIZ-RNRD ) * YPD
2 -(WT-YVD)*(-RNPD)*(-RKRD)
B = -(WT-YVD)*(RIZ-RNRD)*RKP - RNR* ( WT- YVD )*( RIX-RKPD
)
1 -YV*( RIZ-RNRD )*( RIX-RKPD ) +RNVD* ( -RKRD ) * YP-RNVD*RKR* YPD
2 +RNV* ( -RKRD) *YPD -YRD* RKVD* RNP +YRD* RK V* ( -RNPD )
3 -(WT-YR)*RKVD* (-RNPD) + RNVD*YRD*RKP + RNVD* ( WT-YR )*( RIX-RKPD
)
4 -RNV*YRD*(RIX-RKPD) - RKVD* ( RIZ-RNRD )* YP +RKVD*RNR* YPD- ( RIZ-RNRD
)
5 *RKV*YPD
6 +(WT-YVD)*(-RKRD)*RNP + ( WT- YVD ) *RKR* ( -RNPD
)
7 + YV*( -RKRD)* (-RNPD)
C = RNR*(WT-YVD)*RKP -( WT-YVD )*( RIZ-RNRD ) *RKPHI+YV* ( RIZ-RNRD ) *RKP
1 +RNR*YV*( RIX-RKPD )+RNVD*( -RKRD ) * YPHI-RNVD * RKR* YP +RNV*(-RKRD)
2 *YP -RNV*RKR*YPD - YRD * RKVD* RNPHI -YRD*RKV*RNP +( WT-YR ) *RKVD*RNP
3 - (WT-YR)*RKV*(-RNPD) + RNVD* YRD*RKPHI - RNVD* ( WT-YR ) *RKP+
4 RNV*YRD*RKP + RNV* ( WT-YR )*( RIX-RKPD ) - RK VD* ( RIZ-RNRD ) *YPHI+
5 RKVD*RNR*YP - ( RIZ-RNRD ) *RKV*YP +RK V* RNR : - YPD +( WT-YVD )*( -RKRD )






D = RNR*CWT-YVD)*RKPHI + YV* ( RIZ-RNRD ) *RKPHI - RNR*YV*RKP
1 -RNVD*RKR*YPHI + RNV* ( -RKRD ) * YPHI - RNV*RKR*YP - YRD* RKV*RNPHI
2 +CWT-YR)*RKVD*RNPHI + ( WT- YR ) * RKV* RNP -RNVD* ( WT- YR ) *RKPHI+
3 RNV*YRD*RKPHI -RNV* C WT-YR ) *RKP +RK VD*RNR* YPHI
4 - CRIZ-RNRD ) *RKV*YPHI + RKV*RNR*YP - ( WT- YVD ) *RKR*RNPHI -
5 YV*C-RKRD)*RNPHI + RKR*YV*RNP
E = -RNR*YV*RKPHI - RNV*RKR*YPHI + ( WT- YR ) *RKV*RNPHI
1 -RNV'*C WT-YR)*RKPHI + RKV*RNR*YPHI + RKR*YV*NPHI
IF(J)22 ,22,2 1









50 FORMATC 1X, 'COEFFS. OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION',/)
WRITEC 5,51)
WRITEC 6,51)
5 1 FORMAT (7X, » A f , 1 4X , ' B ' , 1"»X , ' C f , 1 4X , • D * , 1 4X , ' E * )
WRITEC 6,100) A ,B,C, D,
E
WRITEC5, 100) A,B,C,D,E
100 FORMAT ( 1X, 5E14. 6 ,/)
NDEG = 4
A1 ( 1 ) = A
A 1 (2) = B
A1 ( 3) = C
A1 (4) = D
A1 (5) = E
CALL ZPOLRC A1 ,NDEG,Z1 ,IER)
WRITEC 5, 200
)
WRITEC 6 , 200
200 FORMATC 1X, 'ROOTS OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION',/)
WRITEC 5,205)
WRITEC 6,205)
205 FORMATC 10X,'REAL',11X, 'IMAGINARY'
)
WRITEC5, 20 1 ) Z
1
WRITEC 6 , 20 1 )Z




ABETA = YDR*CRIZ-RNRD)*CRIX-RKPD) - RNDR* C -RKRD ) *YPD
1 - RKDR*YRD*C -RNPD ) + RNDR* YRD* ( RIX-RKPD
)





BBETA = -YDR*CRIZ-RNRD)*RKP - YDR*RNR* C RIX-RKPD
)
1 -RNDR*C-RKRD)*YP + RNDR*RKR*YPD + RKDR*YRD*RNP
• 2 + RKDR*CWT-YR)*C-RNPD) -RNDR* YRD*RKP
3 - CWT-YR)*RNDR*CRIX-RKPD:> + RKDR*CRIZ-RNRD)*YP







CBETA = -YDR*CRIZ-RNRD)*RKPHI + YDR*RNR*RKP
1 -RNDR*C-RKRD)*YPHI +RNDR*RKR*YP + RKDR* YRD*RNPHI
2 -RKDR*(WT-YR)*RNP - RNDR* YRD* RKPHI + ( MT- YR ) *RNDR*RKP





DBETA = YDR*RNR*RKPHI + RNDR*RKR* YPHI - RKDR* ( WT- YR ) *RNPHI
1 + CWT-YR)*RNDR*RKPHI -RNR* RKDR* YPHI - YDR* RKR* RNPHI
IF( J) 32, 32,31







52 FORMATC 1X, 'SIDESLIP POLYNOMIAL COEFFS.',/)
URITEC5, 53)
WRITEC 6,53)
5 3 FORMAT (7X, 'ABETA' ,9X, 'BBETA' ,8X, 'CBETA' ,8X, 'DBETA' )
WRITEC 5, 100) ABETA, BBETA, CBETA, DBETA
WRITEC 6, 100) ABETA, BBETA, CBETA, DBETA
NDEG = 3




CALL ZPOLRC A2 ,NDEG,Z2, IER)
WRITEC5, 54)
WRITEC 6,54)
54 FORMATC 1X, 'ROOTS'
)
WRITEC5, 205)
WRITEC 6 , 205)
WRITEC5, 20 1 )Z2




APHI = RKDR*(WT-YVD)*CRIZ-RNRD) - YDR*RNVD* C -RKRD
)






BPHI = -RKDR*CWT-YVD)*RNR - RKDR* YV* C RIZ-RNRD
)
1 + YDR*RNVD*RKR - YDR*RNV* C -RKRD ) - RNDR* RKVD* C WT-YR
)
2 + RNDR*RKV*YRD + RKDR* RNVD* C WT-YR ) - RKDR*RNV*YRD
3 - YDR*RKVD*RNR + YDR*RKV* C RIZ-RNRD ) + RNDR* C WT- Y VD ) *RKR
4 + RNDR*YV*C-RKRD)
CPHI= RKDR*YV*RNR + YDR*RNV*RKR - RNDR*RK V* C WT-YR
1 + RKDR*RNV*CWT-YR) - YDR*RKV*RNR -RNDR*YV*RKR
IFC J)42, 42,41








105 FORMATC IX, 'ROLL POLYNOMIAL COEFFS.',/)
WRITEC5, 106 )
WRITEC 6,106)
106 FORMAT (7X, 'APHI' , 1 1X, 'BPHI' , 1 1X, 'CPHI' )
C
C
URITEC 5, 100) APHI, BPHI, CPHI
WRITE (6 , 1 00 ) APHI, BPHI, CPHI
NDEG = 2
A3( 1 ) = APHI
A3(2) = BPHI
A3(3) = CPHI




202 FORMATC 1X, 'ROOTS' )
WRITEC 5, 205)
WRITEC 6 , 205)
WRITEC 5, 20 1 )Z3
WRITEC 6,201 )Z3
APSI = RNDR*CWT-YVD)*CRIX-RKPD) + RKDR*RNVD* YPD
1 - YDR*RKVD*C-RNPD) + YDR*RNVD* C RIX-RKPD
)
2 - RNDR*RKVD*YPD - RKDR* C WT- Y VD ) * C -RNPD
)
BPSI = -RNDR*CWT-YVD)*RKP - RNDR*YV* C RIX-RKPD )
1 + RKDR*RNVD*YP +RKDR*RNV* YPD + Y DR* RKVD* RNP
2 -YDR*RKV*C-RNPD) - YDR*RNVD*RKP +YDR*RNV* C RIX-RKPD
)
3 - RNDR*RKVD*YP - RNDR*RKV*YPD + RKDR* C WT-Y VD ) *RNP
4 + RKDR*YV*C-RNPD)
CPSI = -RNDR*CWT-YVD)*RKPHI + RNDR*YV*RKP +RKDR*RNVD* YPHI
1 + RKDR*RNV*YP + YDR* RKVD*RNPHI +YDR*RKV*RNP - YDR* RNVD*RKPHI
2 - YDR*RNV*RKP - RNDR* RK VD * YPHI - RNDR*RK V* YP
3 + RKDR*CWT-YVD)*RNPHI - RKDR* Y V*RNP
DPSI = RNDR*YV*RKPHI + RKDR*RNV* YPHI + YDR*RKV* RNPHI
1 - YDR*RNV*RKPHI - RNDR*RK V* YPHI - RKDR* YV* RNPHI
IFC J )62 , 62 , 6 1





60 FORMATC 1X, 'YAW POLYNOMIAL COEFFS.',/)
WRITEC 5,70 )
WRITEC 6,70)
70 FORMATC7X, 'APSI',11X, 'BPSI',11X, 'CPSI', 11X, 'DPSI' )
WRITEC 5, 100) APSI, BPSI, CPSI, DPSI
99
HORLIN.PORT (cont.)
WRITE (6 , 100)APSI,BPSI,CPSI,DPSI
NDEG = 3









WRITEC 6 , 205)
WRITEC5, 20 1 )Z4










) + yG (pq - r) + Zq (pr + q ) J =
+ i- X* [x ' q3 + X ' T * + X ' rpl
2 L qq rr rP J"
+ -H- jt
3 Fx* u + X ' vr + X 'wq
2 L u vr wq J
+ ^_ X 2("x ' u2 + X 'v2 +X ' w2 l




2 I~X. » 6r 2 + X. ' 6s 2 + X.. » 6b2 ]
2 L 6r 6r 6s 6s 6b 6b J
+ | pi2 a. u2 +b. uu + c. u 2 1
"
r Li ic xcj
- (W - B) sin 9
4 T" l* [ X «' v* + X >2 +X. , '4 2 u22 L vv7] wwT] orOrT] r
+ X. , „ 6 2 u2 1 (7?-l)6s6sT7 s J
101
LATERAL FORCE




) + zQ (qr - p) + xQ (qp + r) J =
+-£- Jt* Ty- ' r + Y.' p + Y , ,'plpl+Y 'pq+Y • qr]
2 L r p K p|pl ^ u ' pq M qr M J
+— i
3
Ty-' v + Y ' vq + Y » wp + Y ' wr
2 L v vq WP wr -J
+ £ £T Y ' ur + Y ' up + Y , , . ' u | r 1 6r + Y , ' — | (va + w2 )* I » r 1
1
2 *- r P i r l 6r v l r l | v | ii* »
J
+-f"
** [v u2 + Yv « uv + Yy | v |' v |(v 2 +w2 )*l]
+4- i2 [y ' vw + Y ' u2 6r12 L vw 6r J





+T * [ Y v7?' uv + Yv|v|V v l ^ + -2 )1 1 + Y 6r7? ' 6r u2 J (77-1)
102
NORMAL FORCE
m[w - uq + vP - zG (p2 + l
2
) +XG (rp - A) + yG
(rq + p) J
+- X3 [z^-w + Zvr 'vr + Zvp - vP ]
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KINEMATIC RELATIONS
U2 = u2 + v2 + w2
z = -u sin 8 + v cos sin + wcos8cos0
<t> = p + ip sin 8
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